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Last edition, one of our cover stars Wangi Mba-Uzoukwu promised us a blast at the
2015 Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice Awards, did they deliver? We will let the pictures
from the nominees’ brunch (p. 22), nominees’ cocktails (p. 37), the red carpet (p. 26)
and the awards proper (p. 39) do the talking. When it came to fashion, no doubt,
Africa turned up the fashion ante a notch higher (at least most of them).
For our cover feature, we go down memory lane and catch up with some of our 2014 cover stars (p. 15). From
winning more awards to attending film festivals, indeed they all have been busy.
Our top 20 power list (p. 7) is a must-read. These personalities are the movers and shakers of Nollywood and our
deputy editor Wilfred Okiche sheds light on what makes them influential.
Exciting things are happening in the industry. Africa Magic Igbo launches in April (p. 23). Then there is the power
tussle between the incumbent President of the Actors Guild of Nigeria (AGN), Ibinabo Fiberisima and her rival Emeka
Ike. Mike Asukwo’s cartoon ‘Story-Bored’ (p. 23) puts a different spin on it.
As usual, we have our regular staples: reviews (p. 24), Vox Pop (p. 14), celebrations (p. 13) and listings (p. 36).
Enjoy!

Isabella Akinseye
@iakinseye

Readers’ Corner
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VIA FACEBOOK
Nice!!!!
Imoh MajorBoy Umoren
Congratulations!
Femi Adewale
It’s lovely...
Regal Udofia
Well done
Mildred Okwo
Nice work Isabella
Jane Maduegbuna
Whao! Good initiative. Keep
flying!
Jide Ajia
Nice one. A reflection of hard
work. It’s a job well done. Keep it
up Isabella Akinseye!
Isaac Izoya

Read Nolly Silver Screen on
www.nollysilverscren.com
issuu.com/nollysilverscreen
scribd.com/nollysilverscreen
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Temitayo Amogunla works in Ibadan, Nigeria as
a freelance writer and editor. She is the Creative
Director of Wordsmithy Media. An award winning
essayist and journalist, she is also the founder of
www.liveinibadan.com
She reviews Clinical Romance (p. 24).

Mike Asukwo studied Fine Art at the prestigious
Yaba College of Technology. He is an award winning
cartoonist and illustrator with his work appearing
in numerous publications. He currently works with
BusinessDay newspaper as Senior Editorial Artist.
Check out his cartoon strip ‘Story-Bored’ on the
power tussle in the Actors Guild of Nigeria (p. 23).

Oluwaponmile Orija studied Food Science and
Technology at the Federal University of
Agriculture, Abeokuta. She loves writing and has
published several works in the newspapers.
She asks: who is powerful in Nollywood? (p. 14+).

Want to contribute?

Nolly Silver Screen is always on the lookout for
writers and artists to contribute to the website,
magazine and social media pages.
We are currently open to receiving movie reviews, articles, interviews, infographics, cartoon
strips and caricatures focusing on Nollywood as
well as Africa’s film industry.
Send an email to info@nollysilverscreen.com
requesting contributors’ guidelines.

Read Nolly Silver Screen
on

www.nollysilverscren.com
issuu.com/nollysilverscreen
scribd.com/nollysilverscreen

Nollywood’s most POWERFUL people:
our top 20 list
BY WILFRED OKICHE

Power essentially comes down to influence and these 20 names are some of the most influential people this
side of the continent, with an undeniable ability to get things done.
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Emem Isong

Director Mildred Okwo once tweeted that any up and coming actor
who does not know their way to Emem Isong’s Surulere office is a
fool. Well, we wouldn’t put it in such strong terms but such is the
clout that Emem Isong commands. Documented as the producer
who discovered Stella Damasus, Imeh Bishop Umoh and Dakore
Akande, Isong has been prolific for the greater part of the last 10
years. Her Royal Arts Academy has produced hits like Apaye:
A Mothers love and Reloaded. She made her directorial debut with
last year’s stinker, Champagne.

AY Makun

With returns for his 2014 star studded comedy, 30 Days in Atlanta
breaking all sorts of box-office records, AY has become unarguably,
the most bankable star in Nollywood. 30 Days of Atlanta took in
a previously heard of 100 million Naira in box office receipts and
also became one of the most pirated Nollywood films ever. Makun
is also one of the country’s biggest stand-up comedy attractions,
cleaning out annually with his AY Live concert.

Patricia Bala

Every Nollywood filmmaker knows not to mess with the Nigeria
Film and Video Censors Board (NFVCB), just ask the producers of
Half of a Yellow Sun. Currently headed by Patricia Bala, the NFVCB
takes very seriously, its job of regulating the kind of content that is
dished out to Nigerians. Material considered unsuitable for Bala’s
NFVCB include those of a hypersexual nature (50 Shades of Grey)
and those she deems capable of inciting ethnic conflict (Half of a
Yellow Sun).

Kene Mkparu

Kene Mkparu is the CEO of Filmhouse cinemas, the film cinemas
franchise currently operating in Lagos, Ibadan and Calabar. A
beneficiary of the $200 million Bank of Industry creative and
entertainment industry intervention fund, Mkparu is working on
taking film distribution down to the people through community
cinemas. His FilmOne Distribution Limited secured Nigerian
distribution for the Half of a Yellow Sun movie adaptation as well
as titles like The Department and Gone Too Far.

Peace AnyiamOsigwe
After guiding the Africa Movie Academy Awards (AMAA) from
uncertain beginnings to an impressive 10 year installment,
Anyiam-Osigwe has stepped down from the day to day running of
Africa’s biggest film institution. But her contributions to the
development of the film industry and commitment in celebrating
film talent can never be erased from history. Apart from reward,
AMAA also does capacity building and organises hands on training
for filmmakers.

FEATURE

Desmond Elliot

The handsome smooth faced actor/director turned politician has
paid his dues; starring in about 200 Nollywood productions. He
then turned to working behind the screen, setting up his Denziott
Studios and has his name attached to films like Weekend Getaway,
Finding Mercy and Apaye: A Mother’s Love. The critics may have
their reservations about his directing skills but audiences seem to
reward his every effort with box-office excitement.

Chioma Ude

The executive director and founder of the Africa International Film
Festival (AFRIFF) has been working assiduously for the past 3 years
now to make AFRIFF one of the continent’s most important film
festivals. Aside the glitz and glam, AFRIFF provides film training and
talent development opportunities for budding filmmakers and
creates an environment for stakeholders to engage in robust
discussions on ways of moving the industry forward.

Ben Murray
Bruce

Murray Bruce may well be the most important man in
entertainment, judging by the scale, ambition and enduring legacy
of his media empire. His Silverbird Galleria plays host to the most
glittering Nollywood red carpet premieres on a weekly basis, not
surprising, as he pioneered the country’s current cinema culture
back when it was considered unsexy. Murray Bruce also runs
Silverbird television and a radio station, Rhythm FM to cater to all
his advertising needs.

Ibinabo
Fiberisima

Few people in any industry have been through the wire and
emerged as triumphant as Ibinabo Fiberisima. From an
unremarkable acting career, to personal tragedy and a stint in
prison, Fiberisima rose from the ashes to become President of the
powerful Actors Guild of Nigeria (AGN). Though most of her tenure
has been plagued by legitimacy claims and controversy, Fiberisima
enjoys the ear of President Jonathan and has overseen a healthy
relationship between Abuja and Nollywood.

Shaibu
Husseini

A journalist, film critic, performer and editor, Shaibu Husseini is
one of the most respected and recognised film journalists working
in Nigeria. His work with The Guardian newspapers has seen him
traverse the world, attending various film festivals (Cannes, Toronto,
Durban, Berlin). Husseini is a member of the Nigerian Oscars
Selection Committee, the body burdened with ensuring
Nollywood’s representation at forthcoming Oscar ceremonies.
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Charles Novia

Novia hasn’t made a decent film in a long while but he has found a
bit of an alternate career as a vocal critic of Nollywood, offering his
take on whatever hot button issue that arises. A Nollywood veteran
of smash hits like Missing Angel, Novia recently took a break from
his favourite past time of trolling his colleagues and announced
plans of floating his own television station, Teen Africa TV to cater
directly to the entertainment needs of African teenagers.

Omoni Oboli

Oboli is the latest in an increasing line of actresses with ambition,
who are no longer content with sitting pretty in front of the screens.
After her breakthrough in Kunle Afolayan’s The Figurine, Omoni
took to writing film scripts and producing in films she also starred
in (Brother’s Keeper). Last year, she scored a presidential screening
of Being Mrs Elliott, an action tinged romantic adventure which she
wrote, produced, directed and starred in.

Tunde Kelani

With his Mainframe productions, Tunde Kelani is one of the most
influential and recognisable names in Nollywood. A cultural ambassador, Kelani’s name attached to a project instantly screams quality.
With films like Oleku and Thunderbolt to his credit, this ace cinematographer and gifted director has been showcasing important parts
of the Yoruba culture. His latest, Dazzling Mirage chronicles the life
of a young lady born with sickle cell disease.

Mo Abudu

The media mogul may not be involved directly in the making of
films but her Ebony Life television has commissioned and
empowered lots of young filmmakers to produce original content.
Names like Rita Dominic, Kate Henshaw, Tope Oshin-Ogun and
Victor Sanchez Aghahowa have migrated to the station for work
opportunities. Abudu’s ELTV secured the franchise for developing
an African version of popular soap, Desperate Housewives.

O.C. Ukeje

You are a producer ready to hit the location of your new film. Which
A-list leading man do you call up to carry the picture? O.C. Ukeje
of course. The multiple AMVCA winner has quietly emerged as the
hottest ticket in Nollywood. Producers want him, directors want to
work with him, and Nollywood starlets cannot wait to lock lips with
him. Did we mention he is actually talented? Some of his screen
credits include Confusion Na Wa, Love or Something Like That and
Gone Too Far!

FEATURE

FEATURE

Joke Silva
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She may not quite be the Meryl Streep of these parts but put Joke
Silva in any project and watch it immediately gather sheens of
respectability. A lot of films have been made watchable simply
because of Silva’s formidable screen presence. The lead roles are
not as frequent as they should be but Silva has proved severally that
there are no small roles, only small actors. She grooms young
talents in her Lufodo Academy which she runs with her actor
husband Olu Jacobs.

Kunle Afolayan

The scion of a popular film-making family, Afolayan has with his last
3 features become the most exciting filmmaker working in
Nollywood. The New York Times loves him, actors would give an
arm and a leg to be cast in his productions and audiences flock to
the cinemas for anything with his name on it. One of the few
directors to be associated with quality work, Afolayan’s latest, is the
award clinching October 1, a murder mystery set against the backdrop of the independence day Nigeria.

Mildred Okwo

The uber director of 2012’s smash release, The Meeting gave a peek
as to the kind of clout she commands when her romantic comedy
cleaned up recently at the 2015 AMVCA, 3 years after its original release date. She runs The Audrey Silva Company, a production outfit
with partner, Rita Dominic and is visibly present on micro-blogging
platform, Twitter where she offers irreverent musings on the
zeitgeist.

Gabriel Okoye

Producer Igwe Gabosky as he is fondly called left his competition
in the dust and took things several notches higher with the 2014
launch of G-media, an integrated film company with divisions
devoted to production, marketing and distribution of motion
pictures, television, music and theatre. The distribution arm kicked
off with the DVD releases of Kunle Afolayan’s Phone Swap, Obi
Emelonye’s Onye Ozi and Tango With Me.

Genevieve
Nnaji

Nnaji needs only to show up to instantly drive up the profile of
anything she appears in. She has not headlined a movie in a long
while now but when it comes to securing mouth-watering
endorsement deals running into millions of Naira, no one does it
quite like her. A current brand ambassador for Etisalat and Amstel
Malta, this perennial Nollywood favourite is showing no signs of
slowing down soon.
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PICTURES FROM THE SET OF
GEORGE SUNOM KURA’S

LOTANNA

MARCH CELEBRATIONS
1 Sunkanmi Omobolanle
3 Juliet Ibrahim
6 Emeka Enyiocha
7 Pete Edochie
12 Chioma Akpotha
15 Ali Nuhu
17 Chidi Mokeme

18 Nuella Njubigbo
24 Ruth Kadiri

30 Peace Anyiam-Osigwe
31 Bukky Wright
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VOX
pop

Who is powerful in Nollywood?
Oluwaponmile Orija finds out..

Joke Silva, she is just too good. Richard Mofe Damijo, he is experienced and his
movies are out of this world. Omotola Jalade, she has inspired young people to
reach greater heights and there are things to be learnt in her movies. Funke
Akindele, she has inspired young people too and one can learn from her movies
too. Kunle Afolayan, for me, he is the best producer/director, his roles in movies
are superb and his movies are always out of this world. He acts as if he was born to
play those parts he plays.

- Ayotomiwa Aina

Genevieve Nnaji. Omotola Jalade , she is good and
decent unlike others, she manages her profession well as
well as her home. Toyin Aimakhu, she is a good
interpreter as well, I love the fact that she is so real
about herself. Desmond Elliot, he is good and decent
too.

- Adedoyin OYEBANJO

Olu Jacobs; he has been in the industry for
decades, even before some of our favourite
actors and actresses. Richard Mofe
Damijo; to show how powerful this man is,
Globacom could not resist giving him an
endorsement to be their ambassador, also
his state gave him a political assignment.
Most upcoming actors look up to him.
Kunle Afolayan; he has always been known
both locally and internationally as a good
film producer which has distinguished his
work from others. The recent AMVCA
justifies everything!

- Ayodele ABIOYE

Omotola Jalade, she is a household
name, so I guess she tops the list for
me maybe followed by Desmond Elliot,
Kate Henshaw, Mike Ezuruonye and
Genevieve Nnaji too.

- Iheanyi Ebere
Joke Silva, Olu Jacobs, Omotola Jalade,
Funke Akindele , Ramsey Nouah, my
reason? Well, all of them have
money. Omotola Jalade was named
among the 100 most influential people
in the world.

- Benjamin EDEGBAI
Ibinabo Fiberisima, she is the AGN
president.

- Anthony Anuforo

Where are they now?

Nolly Silver Screen catches up with our former cover stars

O.C.
Ukeje
O.C. has been up to a lot since he last
graced our cover. Besides winning
awards and starring in several
movies both international and local ,
Mr. Ukeje found the bone of his bone
and walked down the aisle with
Ibukun Togonu with best friend and
fellow thespian Kemi Lala Akindoju
as his best man (suit and all). The
newly married couple made
headlines when they stepped out on
the red carpet of the Nigerian
premiere of Gone Too Far which stars
Ukeje . Hot off his 2015 Africa
Magic Viewers’ Choice Awards Best
Actor in a Drama for his
performance in Confusion Na Wa
which came with a 1 million Naira cash prize , O.C. proved his mettle
with a commanding performance as
Songeziwe Mahlangu in the dramatization of the award winning book
Penumbra at this year ’s Etisalat
Prize for Literature awards
ceremony.

Tope
Oshin
Ogun

Tope Oshin-Ogun has had her plate full
since we last saw her in March 2014.
Her short film New Horizons which
focuses on domestic violence won the
Special Jury Award for Best Short Film
at the 10th edition of the Africa Movie Academy Awards. Another film
which she directed Journey to Self had
its European debut at the Nollywood
Week Film Festival , Paris. Teaming up
with director Biyi Bandele , she worked
on Fifty, a film about Ebony Life TV’s
founder Mosunmola Abudu. In 2015,
she participated in the Berlinale Talents
programme as a director/producer. She
also co-directed the popular Hotel
Majestic currently showing on Africa
Magic.
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Tope
Tedela
After winning the Best Actor in a
Drama category at the 2014 edition
of the Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice
Awards, Tedela has gone on to win
more awards (Nigeria Entertainment
Award , Best of Nollywood Awards,
Nollywood Movies Award , Golden
Icons Academy Movie Award and
Express Star Award) and star in
various productions including
Birthday Bash and The Team, a
series directed by Kenneth Gyang.
The Mass Communications graduate
has also combined his love for acting
with compering gigs and contributing
write ups to different publications. In
2015, he returned to the stage alongside O.C. Ukeje in the dramatization of
the award winning book Penumbra at
this year ’s Etisalat Prize for
Literature awards ceremony.

Michelle
Bello

Bello has continued to enjoy the reward of the
hard work she put in as director and producer of
2013 romcom Flower Girl . The movie won four
awards at the 2014 Nollywood Movies Awards
in the following categories: Best Set Design , Best
Soundtrack for Efya , Best Editing and Best Sound
Design . Flower Girl was an official selection at the
2014 Nollywood Week Film Festival , Paris and
also made its online debut on IrokoTV. In 2014,
Bello also took film classes at UCLA and this year,
she was part of the delegation of Nigerian
filmmakers to South Africa to discuss a bilateral
partnership between both countries
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Linda
Ejiofor

Our July 2014 cover girl , Linda Ejiofor
popularly known as Bimpe from Tinsel
won the Best Supporting Actress (Drama)
for her role in The Meeting at the 2015
Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice Awards. The
talented actress temporally switched to TV
presenting when she joined Uti
Nwachukwu on Jara to fill in for
Helen Paul who was on maternity leave .
The actress/model also dazzled in Paul
Ukonu’s Bedroom Series photo sheet. In
2015, expect to see Miss Ejiofor in
Katung Aduwak’s blockbuster Heaven’s
Hell as well as Sesaon 2 of Dowry directed
by Victor Sanchez Aghahowa.

Bayray
McNwizu

Bayray McNwizu who had been away from our
screens returned in 2014 when she played the
lead role Sidi in Lion and the Jewel at
Freedom Park . She also plays Nurse Ekaette in
the new series of Shuga radio. She hosted the
nominees unveiling ceremony of the Best Of
Nollywood Awards 2014. In between her acting
and compering gigs, Bayray finds time to focus
on her Girls Rock initiative which uses
educative excursions to empower young girls in
primary and secondary schools.

Ibinabo
Fiberisima

The highlight of 2014 for Ibinabo Fiberisima
was in December on when she was joined in
holy matrimony to her soul mate , Uche Egbuka
in a ceremony that was attended by Nollywood
heavy weights. Despite initial opposition from
Clarion Chukwurah , Fiberisima was
re-elected as President of the Actors Guild of
Nigeria (AGN). She has been responsible for the
Nollywood romance with Aso Rock as evidenced
by the regular meetings with President
Goodluck Jonathan . In 2015, A Federal High
Court sitting in Lagos today March 16th upturned the election of Ibinabo Fiberisnma
Egbuka as President of the Actors Guild of
Nigeria, a ruling which she has appealed . She
continues to juggle her role as President with
her responsibilities as National Director of Miss
Earth Nigeria.

Lydia
Forson

Lydia Forson’s production debut A
Letter From Adam has been on tour since
we last caught up with Ms Forson . The
movie showed in Los Angeles as part of
the 23rd Pan Africa Film Festival and
also in London and Ouagadougou.
Forson also received several nominations
at the 2015 Africa Magic Viewers Choice
Awards. The 2014 Africa Movie
Academy Awards ambassador ’s debut
production broke box office records at the
Silverbird Cinemas, West Hills when it
was screened . The film was also
selected as the closing film of this year ’s
Accra Francophone Film Festival .

Kehinde
Bankole

Kehinde’s light has continued to
shine brighter after starring as Tawa
in Kunle Afolayan’s hit October 1.
From several magazine features
including Nolly Silver Screen to
winning the Best Actress in a
Drama at this year ’s Africa
Magic Viewers’ Choice Awards and a
1 million Naira cash prize , things
are looking good for the actress.
Expect to see her in two new series:
Lasgidi Cops and Desperate Housewives as well as two new movies in
2015. The actress who is also a
musician has also recorded some
singles which will soon be released .

Mildred
Okwo

Mildred Okwo was all smiles when her
film The Meeting won several awards at
the 2015 Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice
Awards. The filmmaker who has been
very vocal about her support for the
re-election bid of President Goodluck
Jonathan teamed up with her
partner Rita Dominic to shoot a
short film I Will Vote Again as their
own contribution .
She is currently working on a new
feature film The Guest starring Rita
Dominic, Femi Jacobs and Somkele
Idhalama as the lead actors.
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Faces at the 2015 AMVCA nominees brunch

N E W S
Africa Magic launches Igbo channel
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In line with its ongoing development strategy, Africa Magic, the
continent’s leading provider of African entertainment content, has
announced the launch of a new channel, Africa Magic Igbo. Designed
to showcase the rich Igbo culture of Nigeria, the 24 hour general
entertainment channel follows the success of the Africa Magic Hausa
and Yoruba channels and will go on air at 19:00 CAT on the 2nd of
April, 2015. Africa Magic Igbo will be available on DStv channel 159.
The launch of Africa Magic Igbo, which brings to eight the total number of Africa Magic channels, follows the redefinition of the Africa
Magic channels in 2014 and the recent refreshing of the Africa Magic
Urban channel.
Speaking on the launch, the Director, M-Net (West Africa), Wangi
Mba-Uzoukwu, said: “We are thrilled to announce the launch of Africa
Magic Igbo. Igbo language entertainment content has always played a prominent role in the Nigerian film and television industry and
we are glad to offer a platform where this rich content can be showcased to the rest of Africa and the world. Popular Igbo language
content like Living in Bondage, Nneka the Pretty Serpent and many others set the trend for the modern Nigerian film and television
industry, or Nollywood as it’s called; it is thus only fitting that such content should be given a platform where it is easily accessible by
audiences around the continent. With the launch of Africa Magic Igbo, we have once again proven our commitment to providing
content made for Africa by Africans.”
For his part, the Managing Director, Multichoice Nigeria, Mr. John Ugbe, said: “For over 20 years, Multichoice has played an active role in
the development of the African film and television industry. The Africa Magic channels, which sit on our Dstv and GOtv platforms,
continue to display the best of African entertainment content to the world. With the launch of Africa Magic Igbo, we have once again
provided a platform for African talent to shine and our viewers can definitely expect to see the best of Igbo culture and talent on
display.”
The first Africa Magic channel was launched in 2003 and more than 10 years later, the brand has expanded to include content dedicated
to world class African entertainment programming ranging from drama series, music, magazine and reality shows, and movies.
“All the Africa Magic channels are renowned for their exciting content which celebrates African entertainment and Africa Magic Igbo
will be no different. The channel will appeal to audiences in and outside Nigeria, as the Igbo language is also spoken in a number of
other African countries like Equatorial Guinea, Democratic Republic of Congo and Gabon. Africa Magic Igbo will also undoubtedly be
popular with audiences across the continent as shown by the widespread success of the popular Igbo language movies of the 1990s,
and our viewers can expect to see the best from renowned and exciting Igbo talent like Okey Bakassi, Chiwetalu Agu and Dede One Day
amongst many others,” added Mba-Uzoukwu.
Africa Magic Igbo launches on the 2nd of April 2015 at 19:00 CAT and will be available on DStv channel 159. For more information on
Africa Magic channels and programmes, simply visit: www.africamagic.tv.
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This documentary starts from a small place—a folding board. A man is folding his clothes. The sound of dropping water from a tap. He
cooks for himself. We meet him—Mr. Hans Otto, an elderly lonely single man. He listens to a radio show seeking to hook up singles. A
hermit, he talks to himself, or the camera, most of the time. We follow him around his house: his cellar which is full of different abandoned technological gadgets—wires, ancient editions of computers, radios, TVS.
“Other people gave a family, a wife, all I have is data.” And that’s what he spends his life with—either on the computer, with the radio or
just going through the trash in his basement.
Hans Otto has been separated from his wife for 10 years. He has been married for 25 years. He says that his wife just packed her bags
one day; said “I Love You” and left. We follow the director’s lens and get hints of why she left.
An unkempt compound: swimming pool that no one can swim in is dry, caked with algae and overgrown with weeds. There are cobwebs
at different corner of his compound. One spider is even busy knitting a web so large a feather hangs in it and sways to the moving wind.
Only Hans Otto refuses to move, or change. Yet he desires a human touch to change his life. He calls his wife.
We meet his wife—Claudia. Elegant. Neat. She wears lip stick. She always has a necklace on. Her wedding ring still sits on her finger. She
is the future. He is her past, the past. Can the future and past meet in the present? Can they from the present continue happily ever after
into the future?
Through their conversations, one finds the reasons why she left—he holds on to things he does not need. He finds it difficult to let go.
So he has a whole house full of things he no longer uses. A whole house of things stuck in the past, not needed in the future.
Verbal battles. Mind games. His wife insists things must change. They must begin to clear out everything. Like rough edges that have
been rough for years, it takes a while to smoothen things. They talk; she cries; he eventually budges. They start throwing the things out.
One scene that’s most striking is when he goes to thrash some of the things. He waits; takes pictures of the items; then, looks at them
sadly. Then, goes back and takes back one of the things he already discarded.
The climax of the documentary is when he reads from Eric Kastner’s poem ‘Clinical Romance’. The poem is about two lovers losing the
very essence of their relationship. The mood of the poem is the mood of their lives: brackets, emptiness, loneliness. Yearning to be filled.
Claudia decides that she has changed too much for Hans Otto to fill her life again. He has not changed, he keeps filling his life with
technology. The relationship returns to the way it was: a separation.
Claudia cannot stay with a man who refuses to change. She has changed so much but the man was still the way he was 10 years ago
when she left. How does a changed woman continue a relationship with a man who remains the same way he was when she left? How
does the marriage flourish when the same reasons why she left are intact?
Hans Otto escorts her to the train station. He watches the train retreat. He brings out his phone. He takes a picture. A butterfly flies
across the tracks. A bird walks on the rail. He speaks to himself again: “In life, you do not have a reset button like a computer. Life does
not have a reset button.”
Although the documentary is entirely in German—made possible by a partnership with the Goethe Institut—the translation was easy
to follow. The conversation between the couple, easy to relate with. The issues are universal. One is forced to question the concept of
marriage and love—when two people come together, how much can they become one? When one person refuses to adapt to the new
union, when one person refuses to sacrifice personal idiosyncrasies, does the union become lesser than a marriage? Is love not enduring
and all the nice things that Hans Otto preaches as a pastor?
The director is clinical in her attention to details. She puts the concept of water dropping from the tap in perspective when she says “He
does not fix things. He does not fix the tap. So, it keeps dropping all the time.”
This explanation seems to capture Hans Otto’s life which he has refused to fix. Yet, he complains about his desire to share his life with
other people.
-TEMITAYO AMOGUNLA
Directed by Elke Lehrenkrauss, Clinical Romance (2013) is one of the documentaries that screened at the iRep Documentary Film Festival
which held in Lagos in March, 2015.
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Title: Love or Something Like That
Genre: Feature film
Director: Shirley Frimpong-Manso
Year: 2014
The television movie special of the week, as currently championed
by the Lifetime network has its routine ingredients. Overly simplistic
story of love and family, tear inducing plot line that almost always
involves disease or death, a story that offers redemption and hope
after taking its characters through the wringer, maudlin background
music and stock production values.
In many ways, Love or Something Like That, the latest from Shirley
Frimpong-Manso’s Sparrow productions is a television movie event
of the week. It tries to do things differently though at times, like
when it opens with a big bang.
By bang, I don’t mean one of those loud, thrilling car chase scenes
involving lots of gunplay. We are talking sex here. Another clumsy,
unbelievable sex scene, the type which fans of Frimpong-Manso’s
work should be familiar with by now. A beautiful couple, clothed
from the waist upwards, the lower halves hidden under covered
sheets, cavorting and pretending to be having the best sex possible.
It is the same scene that opened Frimpong-Manso’s 2014 film, Devil
in the Detail.
This time instead of Ghanaian Adjetey Anang and Nigerian Nse
Ikpe-Etim, we get Jocelyn Dumas and John Dumelo, both huge stars
in Ghana with huge crossover appeal. They play a gorgeous, newly
wedded couple still basking in the afterglow of nuptial
consummation.
She is a gifted surgeon; beautiful, stunning, yet empathetic and
devoted to her work. The screenplay—and everyone else—calls her
Kwarley but we’ll just call her Angel. Not just because of Dumas’
flawless skin and stunning physique, but because she is the type of
professional to abandon a heavy make out session with her newly
wed husband to rush to her patient’s bedside at the prompting of a
phone call.
He is a boring, wealthy dude embodying all the excitement of a
black and white film in his ballooning physique. We’ll call him Angel too because what kind of man would support and tolerate such
frustrating behaviour?
Anyway, both enjoy brief scenes of conjugal bliss interspersed
with hints of underlying tension. He loves her whole heartedly. She
claims she does too but is obsessive about using barrier contraceptives during intercourse. A couple more scenes set up her skill
as a surgeon. Then the artificial bubble bursts. A former lover (O.C.
Ukeje, taking the token Nigerian spot) walks into Kwarley’s
consulting room. One look at him and it is obvious from his
powdered face, gaunt frame and jaundiced eyes (make up
department working overtime), that he is chronically ill. Kwarley takes stock of her life after going through his medical history, recalling a
particular unfortunate incident that will now turn her world upside down.
Shirley Frimpong-Manso and partner Ken Attoh, have with their string of hits become the most observant chroniclers of middle-upper
class Ghanaian life. They have put their lens on male-female relationships (The Contract), strain of infidelity on married life (Devil in the
Detail), and this time, they are going for the menace of HIV/AIDS as it relates to middle/upper class Africans. They don’t particularly say
anything new or offer original perspective. Instead they go for a simplistic dramatic flair and a happy ending that doesn’t necessarily
give the story any defining characteristic.
Love or Something Like That is at least pretty to look at. The direction, subtle but effective, even when the story isn’t strong enough.
Most responsible for the gorgeous eye candy on display, is Jocelyn Dumas. Unarguably one of the most beautiful woman on the
continent, she appears in every single frame, in every scene and is asked to carry the picture on her own mostly. She is up to the task,
convincing in her performance as a medical practitioner. Her adequacy in the hefty emotional scenes are also displayed. Known as a
media darling and all round It girl, Dumas puts up a fine, uncluttered performance.
John Dumelo who has had trouble picking decent roles all his career hits a bright spot here and even though he does not get as much
screen time, holds his own, save for a stumble or two. O.C. Ukeje plays Henry, the clichéd free spirited artiste and even though he looks
like he is drowning in all that make up, is in terrific form. His scenes with Dumas are crackling with energy, especially the one where they
light up a toke together.
Frimpong-Manso who shares credit for the screenplay has an obsession with shooting sex scenes, which is fine as they help to move the
story along but perhaps, because of censorship constraint or a plain lack of balls, does not shoot them quite well. Here in particular, they
feel redundant and set up just for the sake of it, mostly because they aren’t believable.
The pacing is deliberate but the film doesn’t quite know when to quit and tacks on unnecessary sub plots that go nowhere fast. The end
itself is a fizzle and plays like everyone ran out of steam. The picture is crisp and beautiful and soundtrack consists of contemporary pop
music. The Davido addition however is just a shameless ploy to keep Nigerian butts on cinema seats.
Not everything that starts well ends well but for the singular pleasure of ogling Ms Dumas’ anatomy (a work of art in itself), Love or
Something Like That may be well worth the price of admission.
- WILFRED OKICHE
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In cinemas this March

LISTINGS

The Duplex

Synopsis: The Duplex tells the story of Emeka (Mike Ezuruonye) who has just bought a house. When
strange things start occurring in the house, Emeka comes to Jones (Anthony Monjaro) for help trying to
understand the mysteries that are happening to him and his wife Adaku (Omoni Oboli). And their lives
takes a new turn.
Release Date: 6 March 2015

While You Slept
Synopsis: Shot in Lagos, the movie is about a lady, Amaka Okoro whose life has been turned upside down
when Najite, a mysterious stranger shows up claiming to be the secret wife of Emeka (Amaka’s husband).
Release Date: 20 March 2015

Love or Something Like That
Synopsis: It tells the story of a young surgeon’s chance meeting with her ex-boyfriend which throws her
world into absolute chaos when she makes a horrible discovery about her past and what could be the
end of a great career and beautiful marriage. A poignant story about moving on when there’s no light at
the end of the tunnel.
Release Date: 20 March 2015

Out on DVD
AY Makun has released his debut production 30 Days in Atlanta on DVD. Directed by Robert Peters, it is a
hilarious flick is about a Warri boy Akpos (AY Makun) who calls himself a self appointed psychologist. He wins a 30day holiday for two to Atlanta, Georgia. He takes his cousin Richard (Ramsey Nouah), an IT specialist on the
all-expense paid trip. Starring in the movie are Vivica A. Fox, Lynn Whitfield, Karlie Redd, RMD, Desmond Elliot,
Mercy Johnson, Rachel Oniga, Ada Ameh, Uti Nwachukwu, Kesse Jabari, Majid Michel and Juliet Ibrahim.
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Stars at the 2015 AMVCA nominees cocktail
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FESTIVALS

Submit your films for the 3rd edition of the African Student Film Festival
African Student Film Festival is receiving
entries for its 2015 edition. The theme is
beautiful landscape of Africa and the
deadline is 17 July 2015. The festival is
scheduled to take place from 7 October to 9
October 2015.
Interested student filmmakers should send
their entries to the addresses below.
African Student Film Festival
c/o Goethe Institute Lagos City Hall
Catholic Mission Street
Opposite Holy Cross Cathedral
Lagos Island
Lagos
Nigeria
Adaobi Obiegbosi
P.O.Box 1236
Ebuta Metta
Lagos
Nigeria

AWARDS

Winners emerge at
the 2015 AMVCA
Winners of the 2015 Africa Magic Viewers’ Choice Awards held
in association with MultiChoice Africa and Amstel Malta were
announced during a live broadcast hosted by IK Osakioduwa
and Vimbai Mutinhiri at the EKO Expo Centre in Lagos, Nigeria
on Saturday, 7 March. The third annual AMVCAs ceremony
presented 33 coveted gold statuettes in 30 categories,
tabulated and verified by auditing firm SizweNtsalubaGobodo
and were telecast live to 50 African countries watching on DStv
and GOtv on all Africa Magic channels.
During the event, viewers were wowed by performances by
Osas Ighodaro, the Mavins Crew, Tuface Idibia and Lola Rae,
Diamond Platinumz, and P-Square who closed off the event
with an electrifying performance that made the night
unforgettable.
MultiChoice Africa, CEO Nico Meyer added his congratulations
to the winners and nominees of the 2015 AMVCAs saying:
“MultiChoice will continue to invest in promoting local film and
television while collaborating and supporting television and film
producers to further build this vibrant and exciting industry.”

Winners List: 2015 AMVCA

Best TV Series – Georgia Arnold for Shuga
Best Makeup Artist – Lola Maja for October 1
Best New Media-Online – Imoh Umoren for Hard Times
Best Short Film – Ekene Mekunye for Oblivious
Best Writer (Drama) – Tunde Babalola for October 1
Best Writer (Comedy) – Tunde Babalola for The Meeting
Best Lighting Designer – Lanre Omofaiye for October 1
Best Cinematographer – Stanlee Ohikhuare for Verdict
Best Sound Editor – Kulanen Ikyo for October 1
Best Video Editor – Victoria Akujobi for Reflections
Best Art Director – Pat Nebo for October 1
Best Costume Designer – Deola Sagoe & Obijie Oru for
October 1
Best Indigenous Language (Swahili) – Sarika Hemi Lakhani for
Veve
Best Indigenous Language (Hausa) – Hafizu Bello & Abubakar
Bashir for Bincike
Best Indigenous Language (Yoruba) – Fathia Balogun for Iya
Alalake
Best Indigenous Language (Igbo) – Obi Emelonye for Onye Ozi
(The Messenger)
Best Documentary – Yvonne Bassey for The Gift of the Nile
Best Supporting Actor (Drama) – Blossom Chukwujekwu for
Knocking on Heaven’s Door
Best Supporting Actress (Drama) – Linda Ejiofor for The Meeting
Best Actor (Comedy) – Femi Jacobs for The Meeting
Best Actress (Comedy) – Rita Dominic for The Meeting
Best Movie (Comedy) – Mildred Okwo & Rita Dominic for The
Meeting
Best Movie (Drama) – Steve Gukas for A Place in the Stars
Trail Blazer Award – CJ Obasi
New Era Award – AY Makun
Industry Merit Award – Amaka Igwe
Best Actress (Drama) – Kehinde Bankole for October 1
Best Actor (Drama) – O.C. Ukeje for Confusion Na Wa
Best Director – Kunle Afolayan for October 1
Best Movie 2014 – Kunle Afolayan for October 1
PHOTOS: Courtesy of Multichoice Nigeria
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NSC
Nollywood Studies Centre
the one‐stop resource centre for everyone doing research on Nollywood

The Nollywood Studies Centre (NSC) is the ultimate portal to
Nollywood. It is designed as the one‐stop resource centre for anyone
doing research on the Nigerian video ﬁlm and its industry. Located at
the School of Media and Communication (SMC) of the Pan‐Atlantic
University, Lagos, the NSC is the ﬁrst centre dedicated to the study of
the Nigerian video ﬁlm not just in Africa but globally. The goal of the
NSC is to be the most important custodian of resources, virtually and
physically, regarding the Nigerian home video industry. The NSC is
open to everyone interested in the video ﬁlm.
With its twenty‐plus years of existence, the Nigerian video ﬁlm industry
has grown beyond the status of the new upstart kid on the block.
Nollywood today is of great importance in Nigeria as well as in the
African Diaspora for both its cultural and economic impact. Nigerian
home videos have contributed to enhancing the positive
representation of Africa. They are by far the most powerful purveyor of
an image of Nigeria and Africa to domestic and foreign populations.
The NSC, situated at one of the most progressive universities of West
Africa, strives to link this image to the place of its origin.

SCHOOL OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION (SMC)

